
Activities of Pascal Henninot (9 resources in data.bnf.fr) 

Musical work (9) 

Le gospel est là
(1998) 

 "Take it easy"
(1995) 
with Pascal Henninot as Producer 

 

"Everybody get down"
(1995) 
with Pascal Henninot as Producer 

 "You're no good"
(1995) 
with Pascal Henninot as Producer 

 

"Suck my pussy"
(1995) 
with Pascal Henninot as Producer 

 "Everybody get down"
(1995) 
with Pascal Henninot as Producer 

 

Pascal Henninot

 

Gender : Masculin

Commercial activities : Producteur son

Note : Compositeur, arrangeur, producteur

ISNI : ISNI 0000 0000 0888 5166 (Information about ISNI)

Member of : Pussy (Duo instrumental)
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"Suck my pussy"
(1995) 
with Pascal Henninot as Producer 

 "Everybody get down"
(1995) 
with Pascal Henninot as Producer 

 

"Take it easy"
(1994) 
with Pascal Henninot as Producer 

 

Persons and organizations related to "Pascal Henninot" (2 resources in data.bnf.fr) 

Persons and organizations related as author (1) 

Bernard Carrouée  

Persons and organizations related as lyricist (1) 

François Welgryn  

See also (3 resources in data.bnf.fr) 

In BnF (1) 

Equivalent record in Catalogue général  

On the Web (2) 

Equivalent record in ISNI  Equivalent record in VIAF  
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